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Task Force Meeting Minutes 
 

Logistics 

Date & Time: Friday, Nov 19, 2010, 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM CDT 

Location: Netconference 

Meeting 
called by: Jennifer Vosburg Type of 

meeting: Monthly 

Facilitator: Jennifer Vosburg Scribe:  ICT 

Participants: 

Jennifer Vosburg-
Chairperson 
John Chiles – Vice-
Chairperson 
Becky Turner 
 

Dennis Broussard 
Peter Collins 
Roberto Paliza 
Rick Henley 
Erin Murphy 

Michael Mueller 
Tina Lee 
Jeff Price 
Antoine Lucas 
Ben Roubique 
 

 Brandon 
Hentschel 
James Lyle 
English Cook 
 

Conference 
Call 
Information: 

Toll Free Dial In 
Number Participant Code Host Code 

(866)783-3839   4350274  

Online 
Meeting 
Information: 

Hyperlink Meeting ID 

http://www.mymeetings.com/nc/join.php?sigKey=
mymeetings&i=743265915&p=&t=c 

Meeting Host:             JENNIFER         
VOSBURG 
Meeting Number:          743265915 

Please read: Meeting Minutes and Action Items from previous meeting 

Please bring: Current supporting documentation and status. 

AGENDA ITEMS – 
Topic Presenter/Facilitator Time allotted 

1. Administrative Items                                                       Ben Roubique 

2. Task Force Guiding Document                                                 All 

3. Posting of Negative ATCs and TDFs                                  Ben Roubique 

4. FFR Examples/Procedures                                               Ben Roubique 

5. Summary of Action Items                                                Ben Roubique 

6. Future Meeting(s) All  

7. Treatment of ICT Base Plan Upgrades  Roberto Paliza  

8. Cluster Studies for a Single Load John Chiles  

9. Database from T&D Group John Chiles  



NOTES FROM THIS MEETING 
Meeting 
Minutes: 

 
Jennifer Vosburg started the meeting at 10:00am.  A roll call was taken and attendance was noted.  
A list of attendees is included.   
 
The first item of business was the review of the minutes from the November 8, 2010 meeting.  
After review and hearing no comments on the minutes, the floor was opened for a motion to 
approve the minutes.  John Chiles motioned for the approval, and Jennifer Vosburg seconded the 
motion.  The minutes were voted on and approved as posted, with no opposition. 
 
The next item of business was the review of the current agenda.  Roberto Paliza asked that the 
agenda include the treatment of ICT Base Plan projects.  John Chiles asked to include cluster 
studies for a single load and the sharing of Entergy’s T&D database with the ICT. 
 
Task Force Guiding Document – Jennifer Vosburg described the guiding document as a way to 
measure success.  This will provide a paper trail as to what the SISTF is working on.  Jennifer 
Vosburg started the review of the document.  John Chiles recommended revisions to the document 
so that the issue of transparency would be addressed before the issue of FFR.  Roberto Paliza asked 
if the inclusion of the Facilities Study will be included in the scope of this task force.  Jennifer 
Vosburg said the scope was initially designed for System Impact Study (SIS), but it may be brought 
in under broader issues.  Jennifer Vosburg wanted noted in minutes that the scope of this 
document may include the Facilities Study process.  Ben Roubique said that some issues that 
overlap would be welcomed, but noted the Facilities Study is Entergy’s working document.  Erin 
Murphy said if advance notice is given, then they would work to include those key individuals for 
the Facility Study process at the SISTF meeting.  Roberto Paliza asked that the document show that 
he is representing KGEN, and John Chiles asked to show that he represented ETEC. The Task Force 
Guiding Document was formally adopted and approved with no opposition. 
 
Posting of negative ATCs and TDFs – Ben Roubique reported that the ICT going forward would 
provide negative ATCs in the System Impact Study Report (SISR).  The posted SISR would show 
only negative ATCs.  The SISR sent to the customer would include negative ATCs and TDFs values.  
The ICT will have to change their process documentation to reflect this change in procedure.  
Dennis Broussard would like to include language to discuss the impact of the Transmission 
Reliability Margin (TRM) on the ATC calculation.  Jennifer Vosburg asked what the timeline for 
implementation was.  Ben Roubique said it would be 3-4 weeks – inside a month.  Jennifer Vosburg 
asked how the ICT/Entergy communicates changes to the stakeholders.  Ben Roubique stated that 
notification/posting is made to Special Notice Posting on OASIS.  Jennifer Vosburg if a notification 
email can be sent to the SPC exploder notifying stakeholder of major changes. Ben Roubique said 
that in the future, an email would be sent to the SPC exploder notifying the stakeholder on any 
major changes when posting to Special Notice on OASIS.  
Action Item: Email will need to be sent to SPC exploder when posting to Special Notices 
on major changes 
 
FFR Examples/Procedures – Brandon Hentschel went through the FFR example spreadsheet 
provided in the background information.  Roberto Paliza said that the example was to capture the 
impact of Base Case Contingency Overloads (BCCOs) on Supplemental Upgrades. Roberto Paliza 
further stated that the funding customer may not be compensated for loop flows.  Loop flows and 
system changes affect the amount of capacity created.  Roberto Paliza stated that he hasn’t seen 
any of the BCCOs attributed to load growth.  Ben Roubique said that load growth does not take 



away capacity.  The customer will be compensated for load growth consuming capacity of 
Supplemental Upgrades.  The ICT & Entergy are still working on the development of the load 
growth process.  Dennis Broussard asked if BCCOs are in the current model and what are they 
attributed to?  Roberto Paliza said that there are some beyond the five (5) year time frame, but are 
not attributed to load growth by past studies he has reviewed.  Dennis Broussard said there was no 
cause identified in the SISRs.   
Action Item: Where in the process is the determination made of what causes the 
BCCOs, and how is it conveyed to the customer?   
The discussion continued with the FFR example on how MW Capacity Created is calculated.  Jeff 
Price noted that MW Capacity Created is not detailed in Attachment T, and that the Unit Rate is 
subject to the MW Capacity Created.  Jennifer Vosburg agreed that the Tariff is open for 
interpretation, but how are stakeholders to know the process since it is not in the OATT?  Dennis 
Broussard and Erin Murphy agreed that the process document will need include definitions and FFR 
process.  Roberto Paliza asked if BCCOs can change year to year with each model update, would 
the MW Capacity Created calculations be reconfigured or is it set in time “frozen” with each update?  
Ben Roubique stated that the MW Capacity Created calculations are static.  James Lyle commented 
that the only variable that changes would be the cost associated with the upgrade.  That value may 
change due to final construction cost.  Becky Turner asked how it is determined if capacity created 
is reduced by load growth vs. system conditions (dispatch, loop flows, etc).  Ben Roubique replied 
that the process in Attachment T was to look at the capacity created and how it is affected by load 
growth.  ICT is still working to formalize procedure to identify load growth impact.  Jennifer 
Vosburg asked how long before the process will be complete.  Ben Roubique replied that there is no 
timeline for completion.  Jennifer Vosburg wanted noted in the minutes that the ICT has not 
developed a load growth procedure as per Attachment T.   
Action Items: ICT will develop FFR process document that describes load growth.  ICT 
will report on status and timeframe.  Roberto Paliza will send ICT another FFR example 
of loop flows and system changes.  Roberto will work with ICT on the example.  How is 
capacity fixed if loop flow grows? 
 
Summary of Action Items –  

1)  Roberto will send an email describing what items are included in the models for 
the SIS.  ICT will follow up with a response. 
Roberto Paliza wanted to know how Entergy’s Construction Plan, the ICT’s Base Plan 
upgrades, and Supplemental Upgrades are included in the models.  James Lyle stated that 
after the July LTTIWG, SIS analysis was being performed with two (2) models.  One model 
was the basecase and the other included Approved Construction Plan projects and 
Supplemental Upgrades with signed IOA or TSA as per Attachment D.  If identified 
limitation is noted in the basecase, but not with the Approved Construction Plan projects, 
then the Approved Construction Plan project is identified as the relief.  Roberto Paliza 
stated that the ICT order does not describe approved/proposed Base Plan upgrades.  It 
just states that the Base Plan upgrades are put in the models.  Error could be made in 
judgment of project inclusion verses including all Base Plan projects in the models.  He is 
not sure this is according to the ICT order.  Ben Roubique stated the ICT is trying to stay 
true to the OATT language.  James Lyle stated that after analysis is performed, Base Plan 
proposed projects are put in the model to see if it alleviates the limitation.  If so, the Base 
Plan project is identified as the fix in the study report.  Roberto Paliza stated that if the ICT 
engineer makes the call of what project is tested in the model, then the process has a 
chance of errors; whereas, if all of the Base Plan projects are put into the models, then the 
process will be free of errors.   
Action Item:  The ICT will develop process document defining “after-the-fact” 
test.  
 Roberto Paliza asked how the model process compares in the Facilities Study (FSR) 
process.  James Lyle said that he believed that Entergy included all Approved Construction 



Plan projects; he was not sure whether the proposed projects were included.   
Action Items:  How is the ICT Base Plan projects approved & proposed modeled 
in the System Impact Study and Facilities Study processes?  Legal interpretation 
of Attachment D concerning inclusion of all of ICT Base Plan upgrades in model. 
 

2) ICT will examine adding a description to the SISR that will note what 
supplemental upgrade costs are fixed, and which may vary. 
Ben Roubique reported that the ICT sees no problem including language as to if a 
supplemental upgrade cost is fixed or varied starting December 1, 2010.  Jennifer Vosburg 
asked about postdate SISRs.  Ben Roubique said that the customer can contact the ICT.  
Dennis Broussard said that the customer can check in the Transmission Service Agreement 
(TSA) to determine the true cost; whereas, the SISR only includes YES/NO answers and 
estimate cost.  Jennifer Vosburg asked if a customer could get a TSA before they confirm 
their reservation, and Dennis Broussard said yes. 
 

3) ICT to determine a timeline for review and posting for a business practice for 
FFRs. 
Jennifer Vosburg asked for the timeline of the written FFR document and content.  Erin 
Murphy clarified the difference between a business practice and a process document.  
Entergy will work with the ICT on a process document.  Ben Roubique stated that Entergy 
and the ICT is scheduled to have a face-to-face meeting on December 2nd to work on the 
process document.  Jennifer Vosburg asked if stakeholders should be involved with the 
meeting.  She stated that the ERSC is pushing for more stakeholder involvement.  Erin 
Murphy said that Entergy and the ICT would work on the process before presenting to 
SISTF.  Jennifer Vosburg asked if the draft document would be vetted through the SISTF.  
Ben Roubique said it would be vetted through the SISTF.  Jennifer Vosburg requested that 
the document have clarity of everything involved with the calculation and process that 
involves the stakeholders.  The process document will need to include the responsibilities 
of Entergy, the ICT, and the stakeholders.  Jeff Price said that the ICT will work with 
Entergy to draft a document to address the stakeholders concerns regarding clarity and 
transparency.  Becky Turner said she felt a stakeholder should be represented in the 
meeting.  Dennis Broussard said that stakeholders will not be left out of the process due to 
SISTF review of the draft process.  Jennifer Vosburg said that there was no reason the 
stakeholders are not involved.  Erin Murphy said the Entergy and the ICT will develop a 
draft and give it to the SISTF for review.  Ben Roubique agreed that the process will be 
discussed and vetted to the stakeholders.  Jennifer Vosburg said to make sure the process 
moves along quickly with the development and feedback.  Erin Murphy said that they were 
looking to have something out by the end of December.  Jennifer Vosburg made note that 
the Entergy and the ICT does have access to the SISTF members as a sounding board for 
clarification to help move the process along.  Erin Murphy said they will use SISTF 
members.  Jennifer Vosburg asked to provide feedback from the December 2nd meeting to 
the SISTF before the next SISTF meeting.   
Action Item: After the Entergy/ICT December 2nd face-to-face meeting, a status 
updated will be sent to the SISTF. 
 

4) Roberto will send an email describing specific FFR examples they would like to 
have detailed.  The ICT will provide a response on providing those examples. 
ICT provided response to Roberto Paliza’s examples.  Discussion is listed above in the FFR 
Examples/Procedures section. 

5) ICT and Entergy will get together to provide a response on the Daniel-McKnight 
phase shifter. 
Entergy has no plan to modify the phase shifter at this time. 



6) ICT will examine the possibility of adding negative ATCs and OTDFs to SISR 
ICT will produce two SISRs.  The SISR that is posted will include the negative ATC values. 
The SISR that is sent to the customer will include negative ATCs and OTDFs.  

7) ICT will prepare a draft guiding document for the task force. 
Draft guiding document was discussed, revised, and ratified. 

 
Cluster Studies for a Single Load – John Chiles said that since this topic was not included on 
the agenda, this will require an action item.  The current cluster studies process is based on a 
single source and multiple sinks.   
Action Item:   Does competitive solicitation allow multiple sources to a single sink?  
What would be the procedure? 
Database from T&D Group – John Chiles stated that the sharing of the configuration 
management database with the ICT would improve the cost estimates of limiting elements.   
Action Item:  ICT will need to request getting access to Entergy’s configuration 
management database.  Dennis Broussard said he would work on his end to gain access for the 
ICT. 
 
Scheduling of next meeting – The next scheduled SPC meeting will be a Netconference on 
January 20, 2011.  The SISTF voted that next meeting would take place in early January.  Becky 
Turner commented that a face-to-face SISTF meeting should be scheduled around the ERSC 
meeting. 
 
Jennifer adjourned the meeting after consensus of no additional issues, concerns or comments at 
12:15pm. 
 

OTHER INFORMATION 
Special 
notes: 

The next SPC meeting will be a Netconference on January 20, 2011.  The next meeting of the 
SISTF is scheduled to take place in early January before SPC.   

 

ACTION ITEMS RECORDED IN THIS MEETING 

Action Item Owner Date 
Assigned 

Take Action 
By 

Email will need to be sent to SPC exploder when 
posting to Special Notices on major changes 

ICT 11/19/2010  

Where in the process is the determination made of 
what causes the BCCOs, and how is it conveyed to the 
customer? 

ICT 11/19/2010  

Develop FFR process document that describes load 
growth.  ICT will report on status and timeframe. 

ICT 11/19/2010 12/31/2010 



After the Entergy/ICT December 2nd face-to-face 
meeting, a status update will be sent to the SISTF. 
 

Entergy/ICT 11/19/2010  

Roberto will send ICT another FFR example of loop 
flows and system changes.  Roberto will work with ICT 
on the example.  How is capacity fixed if loop flow 
grows? 

Roberto Paliza/ICT 11/19/2010   

Develop process document defining “after-the-fact” 
test 

ICT 11/19/2010   

How is the ICT Base Plan projects approved & 
proposed modeled in the System Impact Study and 
Facilities Study processes? 

Entergy/ICT 11/19/2010   

Legal interpretation of Attachment D concerning 
inclusion of all of ICT Base Plan upgrades in model 

Entergy/ICT  11/19/2010   

Does competitive solicitation allow multiple sources to 
a single sink?  What would be the procedure? 

ICT 11/19/2010   

ICT will need to request getting access to Entergy’s 
configuration management database. 

Entergy/ICT 11/19/2010   
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